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Abstract. We study the Riemann problem for the system of conservation laws of one-
dimensional isentropic gas dynamics in Eulerian coordinates. We construct solutions of
the Riemann problem by the method of self-similar zero-viscosity limits, where the self-
sirnilar viscosity only appears in the equation for the conservation of momentum. No
size restrictions on the data are imposed. The structure of the solutions obtained is also
analyzed.

1. Introduction. We consider the equations describing one-dimensional isentropic
motions of inviscid gases,

Pt + (pu)x = 0,
:r c: R. t > 0. (1-1)

(pu)t + (pu2 +p{p))x = 0,

in Eulerian coordinates. The functions p = p(x,t), u = u(x,t) and p = p(p) represent
density, velocity and pressure in that order. The density p takes nonnegative values and
the pressure function p(p) is smooth and defined for p > 0. We assume that the pressure
function p(p) satisfies the hypothesis

p'(p) >0 for p > 0. (HI)

Then (1.1) forms a strictly hyperbolic system with characteristic speeds A±(p,u) = u ±
\/p'(p) for p > 0. We do not assume strict liyperbolicity for p = 0 since it does not
include the usual 7-laws, p(p) = kp1, 7 > 1, k > 0. We see that it causes significant
difficulties in the analysis when a vacuum is considered. We also adopt a hypothesis

p(p) —>00 as p —> 00 and p(p) ^0 as p —> 0, (H2)

which is natural for the pressure functions of gas dynamics.
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We are interested in the Riemann problem: finding a weak solution for (1.1) with
initial data

(p(x,0),u(x,0)) = *<0 (1.2)
[(p+,u+), 0 < x

with p± > 0. Since homogeneous conservation laws and Riemann initial data are invari-
ant under the rescaling (x, t) —> {ax, at), a > 0, it is natural to expect that the solution
of the Riemann problem should be a function of the scaling invariance variable £ = x/t,
which is called the self-similar variable of the Riemann problem. A simple computation
shows that (u,p)(x,t) = (u,p)(x/t) is a solution of (1.1), (1.2) if (it, p)(£) is a solution of
the boundary value problem (V)\

-£,p' + (H; = o,
H{pu)' + (pu2 +p(p))' = o,

p(±oo) = p±, it(±oo) = u±, (1-4)

where the ordinary differentiation is with respect to
It is well known that weak solutions are not unique and that the problem (1.3) with

(1.4) should be studied by introducing admissibility criteria attempting to single out
the physically admissible solution. We refer to [4], [5] for the solution of the Riemann
problem for general strictly hyperbolic systems and to [2] for a discussion of the issue of
admissibility for hyperbolic systems of conservation laws.

In this article we study the solution of the Riemann problem (V) as e —> 0 as the limit
of the solutions of the perturbed problem (V£):

-£p' + (pu)' = 0,

-€(pu)' + (pu2 +p(p)Y = eu",

p(±oo) = p±, it(±oc) = u±. (1.4)

The method of self-similar viscous limits is studied in [1], [3], [10], and the approximation
of (V) with full viscosity matrices is studied in [8]. Here, we are interested in the effect
of singular diffusion matrices; in mechanical models, viscosity appears in the equation of
balance of momentum, but not in the equation of balance of mass.

This approach is followed by Tzavaras in [9] for the system of one-dimensional isother-
mal elastic response in Lagrangian coordinates. Many of the ideas used here are based
on this work. In both cases the interplay of hyperbolic and parabolic aspects of the
problem must be analyzed. There are two differences in the present work. While in [9]
the singularity lies at a fixed point £ = 0 (in Lagrangian coordinates), the singularity in
(1.5) is located at moving points £ with u(f) = f thus depending on the solution. This
leads to analyzing the free boundary problem, as can be easily seen by considering the
systems

(u-£)p' + pu' = 0,

(u - £)pu' +p(p)' = 0,
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(u - Op' + pu' = 0,
(u - i)pu' +p(p)' = eu"

that are equivalent to (1.3), (1.5) for smooth solutions. The second difference is associated
with complications arising from the loss of strict hyperbolicity in a vacuum. A substantial
amount of the analytical effort is directed to resolving the complications associated with
vacuum states.

The objectives of the article are (i) to show the existence of solutions to the problem
(Vs), (ii) to solve the Riemann problem (V) as the e —* 0 limit of solutions to (V£) and
(iii) to study the structure of the emerging limit. We begin in Section 2 with an analysis
of regularity properties and a priori estimates for weak solutions (p, u) of (V£) with p > 0.
It is shown that such solutions are smooth except for a unique singular point, induced
by the singular diffusion matrix in (1.7), and located at u(0 = £. It turns out that at
least one of p, u is monotone, while the other has at most one critical point.

For the existence of solutions of (P£) we consider a one-parameter family of boundary
value problems (V£):

(it - Op' + pu' = 0,
— oc < £ < oo, (1.8)

(u~0pu' +p{p)' = eu",

p(±oo) = 4:=p_+/i(p±-p_),
0<M<1, (1.9)

u(±oo) = u± U- + p{u± — u_),

which connect the solutions of (V£) to a trivial solution. In Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 we
establish a priori estimates on u and p that are used in Section 3 to construct solutions
of (V£). In Lemma 2.4 an a priori estimate

0 < < p(0 (A)
is missing for the case that u is increasing on R. (this is the case when a vacuum appears
in the Riemann problem). We have not been able, under the sole Hypotheses (HI) and
(H2), to obtain the estimate (A) for general pressure laws. Nevertheless, in Section 5 the
missing estimate is established for either special pressure functions or under restrictions
on the Riemann data that prevent a vacuum. (We remark that throughout the article
we study solutions of (V£) with p > 0. It is however conceivable that the problem (V£)
admits, for special pressure laws and boundary data, solutions that vanish in density.
This would run counter to the well-known fact that the solutions of the Cauchy problem
for the momentum-viscosity approximation of (1.1) have the property that p > 0. On the
other hand, the problem (V£) is essentially a boundary value problem, and the possibility
that it has vanishing solutions in p cannot be a priori excluded.)

In Section 3 we apply the Leray-Schauder degree theory to a construction scheme
suggested by the a priori estimates of Section 2. The obtained result on existence of the
viscous problem (V£) is stated in Theorem 3.4.

In Section 4 we consider a family of solutions (p£,u£) to (VE) and study the limit
£ —> 0. We show that the total variation of (p£,u£) is uniformly bounded, and hence, by
virtue of Helly's theorem, along a subsequence p£n —> p, u£ri —> u for some function p > 0
and u of bounded variation. The emerging limit (p,u) turns out in Theorem 4.1 to be
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a solution of the Riemann problem {V) constructed through the method of self-similar
zero-viscosity limits.

Then we study the structure of (p,u). For the case of convex pressure laws

p"(p) > 0 for p > 0, (H3)

the structure of (p, u) is established in Theorem 4.7. The solution consists of two waves
separated by a constant state. The waves are either a rarefaction or a shock. As an
application, we consider the strictly hyperbolic case in Corollary 4.8 and show that a
vacuum cannot appear in this case. Note that Hypothesis (H3) includes both cases of
genuine nonlinearity and linear degeneracy.

In the last section we complete the a priori estimates for the systems with convex
pressure laws. First, if the system is strictly hyperbolic, i.e., there exists a constant c > 0
such that

p'{p)>c2, p>0, (1.10)

then we obtain a lower bound for p and have a complete theory:

Theorem (Strictly hyperbolic convex laws). Supposep(p) satisfies (HI), (H2) and (H3).
If the system (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic, then the boundary value problem (V) has a so-
lution (p, u), which is the limit of the solutions of the problems (Ve) as e —> 0. The
function (p, u) has the structure stated in Theorem 4.7 and does not contain a vacuum.

Second, for convex pressure laws (not necessarily strictly convex), we exhibit a suf-
ficient condition on the data (p±,u±) that prevents the appearance of a vacuum and
completes the theory. The construction of solutions of the Riemann problem (1.1) with
(1.2) via self-similar viscous limits and the structure of the emerging solution of these
two cases are stated in Theorem 5.3.

2. Weak solutions and regularity properties. We consider the nonlinear bound-
ary value problem (V£):

+ (Pu)' = °. c ,- oo < £ < oo, (2.1)
-Z(pu)' + {pu2 +p(p)Y = eu",

p(±oo) = p±, u(± oo) = u-1, (2-2)

with fixed boundary data p± > 0,u± and 0 < e < 1. In this section we study the
regularity for solutions of this problem and establish a priori estimates which are used
to show the existence of solutions to the problem (VE).

2.1. Regularity properties. First, we give a definition of the solution of (Ve) in the
weak sense.

Definition 2.1. A pair of functions p > 0 and u with p(p), p G Lg>c(K) and u e
W\ ioc(®0's a solution of (Ve) if (p,u) satisfies

/(C - U)PV> dC + J P<fd( = 0, (2.3)

J[(C - u)pu - p(p) + eu'jip' d( + J puip d,( = 0 (2.4)
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for all <p 6 C*(R), continuously difFerentiable functions with compact support, and the
essential limits p(±oo) and u(±oo) exist and satisfy (2.2).

It is clear that the integrals in (2.3) and (2.4) are well defined. The equations (2.3)
and (2.4) imply that p G L^C(]R) and pu e L\0C(R) are the weak derivatives of (£ — u)p
and (£ — u)pu — p(p)+eu' respectively. So (£ — u)p, (£ — u)pu— p(p)+eu' are in W\ ]oc(R),
and hence absolutely continuous. So —p(p) + eu' is also continuous.

Lemma 2.1. Let (p, u) be a solution of {Ve). (i) For a, b £ R,

- [bp(Qdc = o, (2.5)
J a

[(^-w(0)p(0u(0 mp(p(z))+£u'(0}a - f P((M()d( = 0. (2.6)
J a

(ii) u, (£ — ii)p and —p(p) + eu' are continuous on R. If p e Cn(R+) for n > 0, then p
and u are Cn+1 for all £ such that £ ^ u(£).

Proof. We already saw that u, (£ — u)p, —p(p) + eu' and (£ — u)pu — p(p) + eu' are
continuous on R. Fix a, b € R with a < b and consider

^n(0 = '

0, —(X) < £ < a — l/n,

n(£ — a) + 1, a — l/n < £ < a,
1, a<£,<b,
—n(£ — b) + 1, b < £ < b + l/n,
0, b + l/n < £ < +oo.

Since %Jjn ̂  C*(R), it cannot be directly used as a test function. However, since ipn
is Lipschitz continuous, it can be approximated by C] functions. Let the sequence
ipn £ Ci(®0 converge to as k —» oo. If we put ?/>£ in the place of </? in (2.4), then we
get

J[(C - u)pu - p(p) + eu'](ip*y d( + J puil>kn d( = 0.

Taking the limit k —> oo, we obtain

/•a rb-\-l/n
n [(C — U)PU ~ P(P) + eu'] dC~n [(( - u)pu - p(p) + eu'] d(

J a —l/n J b
rb+l/n

+ / pU1pn d( = 0.
J a— l/n

Since (£ — u)pu — p(p) + eu' is continuous and \puipn\ < \pu\ € Ljoc, the Lebesgue
Differentiation Theorem and the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem imply that
(2.6) holds in the limit n —> oo. Similar statements show (2.5).
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Let us consider (ii). Since (£ — u)p is continuous, p is continuous at £ if £ ^ u{0-
From (2.6),

eu'(£) = f p{C)u(C) dC ~ (£ - u(0)p(0u(0 + p(p(0)
J a

+ (a — u(a))p(a)u(a) — p(p(a)) + eu'(a). (2.7)

If p is C°(]R+), u is C1 at £ ^ u(0- From (2.5),

(£-u(0)/>(£)= [ Pi()d( + {a-u{a))p{a), (2.8)
J a

and p is C1 at those points. If p is Cn(K), we may consider (2.7) and (2.8) n more times
to get Cn+1 smoothness of p and u at £ ^ «(£)•

Lemma 2.1 indicates that singularities may arise at s when u(s) = s, i.e., at the fixed
points of u. Let s be a singular point. Since p e L[£C(R), (2.8) yields

r\{o^=p{m-<o)- (2.9)IJ s

Now we prove the uniqueness of the singularity. Note that the proof is closely related
with the fact that Definition 2.1 does not accept zero density.

Lemma 2.2. The singular point of a solution (p,u) of (V£) is unique.

Proof. Let s be a singular point and suppose there are no singular points in the interval
(s, s + r) for some r > 0 small. From (2.9), we have

*"u(*) = jf ^§dC>0' £e(s's + r)- (2-io)

So rt(£) < £ on (s, s + r). Let us suppose there are no singular points in the interval
(s — r, s) for some r > 0 small. Then

£~U{0 = J t€(s-r,s).

So £ < u(£) on (s — r,s). From these facts, it is impossible that the graph of y = u(£)
meets the diagonal y = £ twice. Therefore, either the singular point is unique or the set
of all singular points is a closed interval.

If the set of the singular points is a closed interval [a, b] with a then (2.5) implies
fc p(()d( — 0 for any [c, d] C [a, 6], and thus p vanishes on [a, b\. This contradicts
Definition 2.1. □

2.2. Monotonicity properties. The monotonicity of solutions plays a key role in our
problem. It can be easily verified that, at a point of smoothness, the solution (p,u) of
(Ps) satisfies

{u-£)p' + pu' = 0,

(u - £)pu! + p(p)' = eu".
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Next we analyze the behavior of (p, u) in a neighborhood of the singular point £ = s
and £ = ±00. From (2.11) we obtain

/ _ PU' /r\ I

P (£-u)'

V = 0. (2.13)
Z-U

(2.13) can be written in a differential form

d
dS,

and upon integrating (2.14) we get

1 {(C~w)2 -p'(p)}p

= 0, (2.14)

«'(£) =

//* \ 1 r {c~w)-p'p}pu(a+)ex p<--/    «C > , « < ?,
£Ja+ C - « I

J 1 fu (a_) exp < — /
I ^ J a

1 /* {(C-w)2 -p'(p)}p
(2.15)

C-u
for any a± such that s < a+ and a_ < s, where s is the unique singular point.

Since exp{ —i positive, (2.15) implies that either u is strictly
monotone on (s, 00) and (—00, s) or identically constant on the intervals. It is clear from
(2.12) that p has the same monotonicity as u on (s, 00) and the opposite one on (—00, s).

The monotonicity of the positive solution p £ L°° implies that

0 < k < p(£) < K < 00, ( e R, (2-16)

where k and K depend only on p± and p(s±) = lim^_s± />(£)• Under Hypothesis (HI),
p'(p) is bounded by

0 < a0 < p'(p(0) < Aq, ^1, (2.17)
where ao and Ag may depend on k and K of (2.16).

Lemma 2.3. Let (p, u) be a solution of (VE) with a unique singular point sel.
(i) There exist two constants a_ < s, a+ > s, depending on a0, and a constant a > 0,

depending on ao and k, such that
cc

£ - 3l«'(OI < l«'(a+)l

|u'(£)l < W\a-)\

a+ — s
s < £ < a+,

(2.18)
a_ < £ < s.

a- — s

(ii) There exist two constants /?_ < s, (3+ > s, depending on Aq, and a constant j3 > 0,
depending on Aq and k, such that

- l)\ , 13+ < S,j ~ s
P+-s"'(0. < \u\P+)\ exP | - 7

\u'(0\ < W-)| exp J

7 (2.19)

-l) , £</?_.
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(iii) u'(s) = 0 and, for the pressure p G C"(R+), n > 1, the solution (p,u) has the
regularity

peC(R)nCn+1(R-{s}); u G CX(R) n Cn+1(R - {s}). (2.20)

Proof. it(£) —* u+ as £ —> oo and w'(s+) is finite from (2.7). We have u(£) < £ on
(s, oo). Thus there is a positive constant b such that — 6(£ — s) + s < u(£) < £ on (s, oo)
(see Fig. 1). Let a+ be a constant such that s < a+ < s + with 6 = v/ao. Then for
all ( G (s, a+),

((<_^M)p ^ |(i + ̂  _g_ , __i_ . „

with

" = (TTsj ' <2'21)
Then a is positive and, from (2.14),

l«'(£)l < |»WI«p{f £ = |«WI
for all £ G (s, a+). The second statement of (i) can be proved similarly.

Now we prove (ii). Fix p+ > s + max{2(it+ — «_), 2\/20} with 0 = j/^o- Then, for
any C G (/3+, oo),(- u(() > §« - «) and

{(C — «)2 — P'(^)>P > jl _ }/>(C - s) > t(C- «) > 0-

Set

Then 3 is positive and

2 (C_S)2J— 4

(/?+ " s)2 fc
/3 =

l«'(OI < \u'(P+)\expJ0 (C-s)<|

= |u'(/3+)| exp < — —

The proof of the second statement of (ii) is similar. Part (i) implies regularity for u' near
the singular point £ = s and especially that u'(s) = 0. Since — p(p)+eu' is continuous, p is
also continuous (due to (HI)). So the regularity of Lemma 2.1 is improved to (2.20). □

The regularity of solution u will be given by the constant a in Lemma 2.3. If a can
be chosen independently from e, u can be assumed as smooth as we want by taking
e small enough. Note that a depends on the choice of a+. For example, if we take
a+ = s + , we get a = 2(i+b) • Since u'(s) = 0, we get 6 —> 0 as a+ —> s and we

also get a —> p'(p(s))p(s). So u has C2 regularity if p'(p(s))p(s) > e.
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y

\ y = -b(Z - «) + s

Fig. 1

2.3. A priori estimates. Throughout this section we consider a solution (p, it) of the
family of boundary value problems (V£)

(u - £)p' + pu' = 0,
— oo < £ < oo, (2.22)

{u - £)pu' + p(p) = eu",

p{±oo) = p^ := p_ + p{p± - p-),

u(±oo) = u£ :=u_ + /z(u± -u_),

which connect the solutions of (Pe) to the trivial solution associated with p = 0.
Since p± > 0, the boundary values p± in (2.23) are positive and the solutions of

have the regularity derived from the previous sections. In this section we derive a priori
estimates of solutions (p, u) of (Vg), which are used to establish the existence of solutions
to (V£) in the next section. The a priori estimates are:

0 < S < p(£) < M, £ £ (—00,00), (2.24)

\u(0\<M, £e (-00,00), (2.25)

—b(£ - s) + s < u(£) < a(£ - s) + s, £ e (s, 00),
(2.26)

a(£ — s) + s < u(£) < —b(£ - s) + s, £ € (-00, s),

where positive constants S and M are independent of p, and constants a, b satisfy 0 <
a < 1 and 0 < b and depend only on 5, M, p± and u±. The point s in (2.26) is the singular
point of the solution, and hence it should be bounded by (2.25) and it may depend on p.

The main difference from the Lagrangian case is the estimate (2.26). It implies that
the graph of the velocity u(£) lies between two straight lines that have slopes less than
1 and pass through the point (s,s) (see Fig. 1). We can easily check that (2.26) is
equivalent to

A\Z-s\<\u(Q-S\<B\£-s\, £^s, (2.27)
with 0 < A < 1 < B.
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The proof of these a priori estimates strongly depends on the shape of solutions (p, u).
From the monotonicity property of the previous section, we can classify solutions into 4
categories:

C\: p is increasing on (—oo, oo), u is decreasing on (—00, 5) and increasing on (s, 00);
p is decreasing on (—00, 00), u is increasing on (—00, s) and decreasing on (s, 00);

C3: p is increasing on (—00, s) and decreasing on (s, 00), u is decreasing on (-co, 00);
C4: p is decreasing on (—00, s) and increasing on (s, 00), u is increasing on (—00, 00).

Furthermore, we may assume that the monotonicities are all strict. If not, the solution
is constant on (—00, s) or (s, 00) and the above estimates are trivial.

To establish those a priori estimates we accept the second hypothesis on the pressure
function:

p(p) —» 00 as p —> 00 and p(p) —> 0 as p —> 0. (H2)

Lemma 2.4. Let (p, it) be a solution of ('Vg). If (p,u) belongs to the classes Ci,C2 or
C3, then there exist positive constants M and 5 that are independent of p and e, so that
(p,u) satisfies (2.24) and (2.25). If (p,u) belongs to the class of C4, then there exists a
constant M that is independent of p and e so that (p,u) satisfies (2.24) and (2.25).

Proof. We consider (2.24) first. If (p,u) is of class C\ or C2, we can take 6 =
min{p_,p+} and M — max{/5_,p+} for the estimates in (2.24). We can also take
S = min{p_,/9+} for the case of C3 and M = max{p_,p+} for the case of C4. So (2.24)
is completed if we prove the existence of an upper bound of p for class C3.

Let £ > s. Then,
POO 1 f>OC 1 /"OO

p(0 = P+- p'dC< p+~ 7  / (C - s)p' d( = p^ -    / (pu)' - sp' d(
~ s ~ s

= P+ + T~—(P(Ut: - P+U+ + sp+ - spt) < max{p_,p+} + —p+(u- - u+).
S S S S

So p{£) is bounded by a constant that is independent of p and e for any fixed £ ^ 0.
Let r <E [s + 1, s + 2] satisfy u'(t) = u(s + 2) - u(s + 1) > u+ - u_. If we integrate (2.1)2
from £ > s to r, we get

P(0«2(0 + P(P(0) - £"'(0 - p(t)u2{t) - p(p{r)) + £u'(t) = - j C(pu)' d(

= / C(p(s ~ u)Y dC - s J Cp'd( = [Cp(s - u)]£ - J p(s - u) d( - s J (pu)'d£

= t(p(t))(s - u(t)) - £(p(0)(s " u(0) ~ J p(s - u)d( - sp(r)u(r) + sp(£)u(Z)

< t(p(t))(s - u(t)) - sp(t)u(t) + sp(£)u(C).

If we take the limit £ —> s, then

p(p(s)) < max {3qu2 + p(q)} + (u~ — u+) =: A,
p. <:<;</>:.<• n

where u = max{|u_|, |u+|}. A is independent of p and £ and, from (H2), p(p) —> 00
as p —> 00. Hence p(s) is bounded by a constant that depends only on p±,u± and the
function p.
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Now we consider (2.25). If the solution (p, u) is of class C3 or C4, we can take
M = max{u_,it+} for the estimation (2.25). The proof of (2.25) for solutions of class
C\ and C2 is similar. We prove (2.25) only for the case C2. Because of the shape of
the solution we know that |it(£)| < max{|u±|, |it(s)|}. So it is enough to prove that the
singular point s = u(s) is bounded by a constant M that is independent of p and s. If
s < 0, we take M — max{|ii_|, |it+|}. Assume that s > 0. Since (£ — it)' = 1 — u' > 1
on (s, 00) and s — u(s) = 0, there is a constant a £ (s, s + 1) such that a — u(a) — 1.
Because of the monotonicity of (£ — u), we can say (£ — it) < 1 on (s, a) and (£ — u) > 1
on (a, 00).

pOO pOO p OO

p+u(a) = p+u+ — / p+u'dC, < p+u+— / pu'd(, < p+u+— / (( — u)pu'd(
■J a J a. J a

poo roo poo

< P+U+ - (C - u)pu' dC = P+U+ - / p(p)' d(+ eu" d(
J s J s J s

= P+U+ - p{p+) + p{p(s)) < P+U+ - p{p+) + p(p-).

(Note that the last inequality is from (HI).) Hence it(a) < u+ — ~^-{p(p+) — p(p_)}.
Thus u(a) is bounded by a constant that is independent of e and p. Then

/a pap+u' d( < p+u(a) — / pv! d(

/ot pa(C - u)p' d( < p+u{a) - p'd(
J S

= P+Uia) ~ P{<*) + P{s) < P+u(a) - {p+ - p_},

and u(s) < u(a) + y- — 1. This means that u(s) = s is bounded by a constant that is
independent of e and p. □

The a priori estimates (2.24) and (2.25), established in Lemma 2.4, are all independent
of both p and e. It is well known that if the boundary conditions (p_,u_) and (p+,u+)
are not close enough, the solution of the Riemann problem may have a vacuum state.
Therefore the missing estimate, the lower bound <5 of (2.24) for the case C4, may depend
on e. We have been unable, under the sole Hypotheses (HI) and (H2), to establish the
bound: There exists 5E > 0 independent of p such that

0 < Se < p(0 (A)
for any solution of (p, it) of Class C4. From here on, in order to simplify the exposition,
we admit (A) as an assumption and present the rest of the analysis in Sections 2 and
3 under Hypothesis (A). In Section 5 we validate (A) under additional hypotheses on
the pressure law p(p): for strictly hyperbolic systems with convex laws (cf. Lemma 5.1),
or for convex pressure laws under restrictions on (p±,u±) that exclude a vacuum (cf.
Lemma 5.2).

Lemma 2.5. Under Hypothesis (A), there exist constants 0 < a < 1 and b > 0, depending
on p±,u± and (5 and M in (2.24) and (2.25), such that (p,u) satisfies (2.26).

Proof. The proofs of (2.26)i and (2.26)2 are similar and we consider (2.26)i only.
Suppose u is increasing on (s, 00). Then we can take 6 = 0. Since it(£) < £, it'(s) = 0 and
it(£) —> u_|_ < 00 as £ —> 00, there is a constant a G (0,1) such that the line y — a(£ — s) + s
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is tangent to the graph of u(£) and u(£) < a(£ — s) + s on (s, oo). Now we need to show
that the slope a is bounded above by a constant that is less than 1 and depends only
on p±,u±,S and M. Let £1 be the tangential point. If the tangential point £1 is far
from the fixed point s, for example, £1 — s > 2(u+ — s), then a < Now we assume
£i — s < 2(u+ - s). From (2.11) we get

1)) - M6) - &) V(6) = eu"«i). (2.28)

Since p'(£i) > 0 and u"(£i) < 0,

£1 - «(&) > vV(p(6)) > 9,

and

u(£i) - s < ti-6-s < Ci -9 < 2(u+ - s)-9
- s £i - s 2(u+ - s)

So we get a < max{|, 2(2"+~^e}.
Now suppose u is decreasing on (s, oo). Then we can take a = 0. Since u'(s) = 0 and

u(£) \ u+ > —oo as £ —> oo, there exists a positive constant b such that y = — b(£ — s)+s
is tangent to the graph of y = u(£) and u(£) > —6(£ — s) + s on (s, oo). Now we need to
show that the slope —b is bounded below by a constant that depends only on p±,u±,5
and M. Let be the tangential point. Since |u(£i) — s| < |u+ — s|, it is enough to show
that £i — s > Mo for some constant Mo that depends only on p±,u±,6 and M. In that

i / |u_|_— s\case, b <
Since w"(£i) > 0 and p'(£i) < 0, (2.28) yields

< vV(p(£i)) < (6 - «(£i))-
Multiplying by p(£i), we get

p{Zi)0 < M6X6 " «(&)) = £ P(0 dC, (2-29)

69 < M /€l d( = M{£i - s). (2.30)
J S

Hence — s > |y. The proof is complete. □
This corollary is easily derived from Lemma 2.4 and the monotonicity of solutions.

Corollary 2.6. Let {(p£,us)}s>o be a family of solutions to the boundary-value prob-
lem (Ve) corresponding to fixed data (p±,u±). Then there exist constants M and 6
depending on the data such that

0 < <5 < pE(0 < M, L(OI < M- (2.31)
TV(^tOD)pe < M, rV(_00i00)«e < M, (2.32)

where S may depend on e only if the solution belongs to the category C4.
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3. Existence of solutions of (VE). To construct solutions of (Ve), we apply the
Leray-Schauder degree theory (Rabinowitz [6, Ch. V]) to a deformation of maps. De-
gree theory has been successful to establish connecting trajectories in problems of self-
similar viscous limits (Dafermos [1], Slemrod and Tzavaras [8] in parabolic problems and
Tzavaras [9], Slemrod [7] in hyperbolic-parabolic problems). In this work we adapt the
method in [9] capturing the interplay between hyperbolic and parabolic effects in the
system (2.1), but with significant modifications due to the nature of our free-boundary
problem.

Let C°(R) be the Banach space of bounded continuous functions with the C°-norm,
C1(R) the Banach space of the bounded continuously differentiable functions with bound-
ed derivatives equipped with the C1-norm, and let

X = {(P,V) E C°(R) x C\R) : \\(P,V)\\X < oo}

be the Banach space equipped with the C° x C1 norm:

||(P V)||x = sup |P(£)| + sup |V(£)I + sup \V'(£)\.
— oo<£<oo — oo<£<oo — oo<£<oo

For technical reasons we define two sets Y (whose structure is motivated by the a priori
estimates) and 0 where we will apply degree theory.

The set Y consists of all (P, V) E X that are bounded by

0 <8<P(Z)<M, £eR, (3.1)
|V(0|<M, CeR (3.2)

and that satisfy the bounds

A < 1 - V'(s) < B, (3.3)

A\Z-s\<\t-V(0\<B\t-sl (3.4)
for some set. Here, 6, M, A and B are fixed constants that satisfy 0 < 5 < S, 0 < M <
M and 0<A<A<1<B<B, where M, 5, A and B are the constants in the estimates
(2.24), (2.25) and (2.27). Note that the point s in (3.3) and (3.4) can be different for each
(P, V) e Y and 5 is the only constant that may depend on e. The geometric meaning of
(3.4) is explained by Fig. 1. Note that s is a fixed point of V and that such fixed points
are bounded by (3.2), i.e., |s| < M.

The boundary value problem (Vj?) is transformed to a fixed point problem as follows:
For a given (P, V) € Y, consider the linear problem

(V-0p' + PW = o,
— oo < £ < oo, (3.5)

{V -£)Pu' + p'{P)p' = eu",

p(±oo) = p^. := p_ + p(p± - P-),

u(±oo) = u± := + p{u± — w_).„   .. , (3.6)

This defines an operator f : [0,1] xV —> X that carries (/x, (P, V)) E [0,1] x Y to the
solution of (3.5) and (3.6). From the a priori estimates of Section 2, any solution (p,u)
of (V£) belongs to Y and is a fixed point of the operator F(p, ■).
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The Leray-Schauder degree theory will be applied on a bounded open subset fl of
the Banach space X, which contains all possible solutions of (V£). The subset Y C X
defined by (3.1-3.4) contains all solutions of (Vj?) but is not bounded in the C° x C1
norm. Next, we define the appropriate set fl.

Lemma 3.1. Let Y c X be given by (3.1-3.4). Then, for any K > 0, the set

n = {(P,V)eY :\V'(0\<K}
is a bounded open subset of the Banach space X.

Proof. Clearly Q is bounded. To show that it is open, we fix (Poi^o) £ ^ and find
a small positive number v such that ||(P, V) — (Po,Vo)||x < v implies (P,V) G 0. The
inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) for (P, V) are easy to verify, and we just show (3.3) and (3.4).

Let So be the fixed point of Vq (i.e., Vb(so) = So). Since Vo is continuous and bounded,
there exist positive constants A$ and Bq such that

-4|£ ~ s0| < A)|f - so| < |£ - V0(OI < ^o|£ - sol < ~ so|, £ 7^ «o;

it also follows that Aq < 1 — Vq(so) < Bq. Define

vo := min{ylo — A, B — Bq} < 1

and note that there exists a positive constant k < 1 such that

X+^Cl-VftOcB-y, s0-K<Z<s0 + K. (3.7)

Choose

1 A 1 1
V := ~ 2^°K - 2U°

and suppose that ||(-Po> ^o) — (Pi ^Ollx < v■ Since V is bounded and continuous, V has
a fixed point. Let V(s) = s. Then,

v > \V(s) - Vo(s)| = \s - ^(s)! > ^4|s - sol,
. V

|s - Sol < = ,

so that |s — «o| < kuq/(2B) and, in particular, s € [so — k, Sq + k].
Since |Vq(£) — V'(£)| < vo/2, (3.7) implies that

A < 1 - V'(£) < B on (s0 — k, s0 + k),

and (3.3) is satisfied. Since V(s) = s, by integrating the above inequality over (s,£), we
obtain

- s| < |£ - V(f)l < B\£ - s|, £ £ (s0 - k,s0 + k),

so that (3.4) is satisfied on (so — k, so + k).
On the complementary intervals so + n < £ or £ < so — k, we have

|£ - V(0I < IS - Vb(OI + " < - sol + ̂
< B\£ - s| - (B - 50)|£ - s| + B0\s - s0| + v.
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From the selections of the parameters

\s-so\<^=, Vo < B - Bo, B> 1
Zjd ZJd

and since £ takes values on the interval |£ — s| > k(1 — v0/(2B)), we get

- (B - B0)|£ - s| + B0\s - s0| + v

^ m d ^ (i u° \ , k"obo ,< —k(B - Bo) 1 = H ———-
V \ 2BJ 2B 2B

£(l i-L-j < 0.

So we have the upper bound of (3.4). The other inequality of (3.4) can be shown similarly.
So (P, V) G Q and is open. □

3.1. Estimates of the operator. In this section we check that the map T is well defined
and establish uniform estimates of (p,u) = F(p,(P,V)) and their derivatives. The
derived estimates may depend on p±,u± and e but are independent of the choice of
(H,(P,V)) G [0,1] x Y. Consider a mapping T that carries (P, V) £ Y to a solution
T{P,V) \= (p,u) of (3.5) with boundary conditions

p(±oo) — p± — p-; u(±oo) = u± — U-. (3.8)

It can easily be verified that (/9_,u_) + pT(P,V) is a solution of (3.5) and (3.6), and
hence (P, V)) = (p~,u_) + pT{P, V).

The bounds in (3.1) and Hypothesis (HI) imply the existence of positive constants ao
and Aq that satisfy 0 < ao < p'{P(Q) < ^4o < 00 f°r all £ G R and depend on 8 and M.
From (3.5), we get

£U" + MP) - g. - ^2}pu> = 0, V(0 ^ 0 (3.9)

Since (3.9) has a unique singularity at the fixed point s of V, u' is obtained by

-xp {£1(< - a} =■■ c+u, .<«,

C~v
AO = (3.10)

for any q_ < s < a+. In turn, p' is obtained by (3.5)i

ao = (3-ii)
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LEMMA 3.2. Let (P, V) £ Y and V(s) = s. Then there exist positive constants a, a', /?, 0'
and C£ that depend only on ao, Aq, A, B, 6 and M (Ce may depend on e) and that satisfy

- sft < I±(Z) < Ce\Z - s\s, |£ - s| < 1, (3.12)
1 e

C; e-4-«-»)2 < j±(f) < C£e-'^-s)2, |C-s|>l. (3.13)

Proof. Let s < £ < s + 1. Then

r+i {(£_ v)2-p'{P)}P r)r _ fs+\r [s+1p'{P)P
C-v

f {(C— vy — p (p)\p rs+1 rI (-r «-J{ K-vrt-l
<MB [ [ -d( = A + alogK-s

Jo rs Jc-s (,

d(

,

U-s

where a := ^ > 0 and A := Also

7+(0.exp{i(HMz_tf£Md(}

< efef =Ce|C-s|?.

Let s + 1 < Then

_i* K^LzfSKdC=f!K_v)Pd<+fe tpp
Js+l S - ^ Js+1 7s+l c, - V

/£—s 4 A/ ri~s icdc + ^yi -rfc<-/3(?-s)2 + A

where 0 = ^ + 1 and .4 is a positive constant that depends on 0 and -. Also

dc

<e#e-f(«-)2 =C£e-f(f"s)2.

The rest follows by similar arguments. □
By Lemma 3.2, u' and p' are integrable on (-00, oo) and thus (p, u) can be calculated

by the formulas

«=! Jk Lu(l (3.14)
c- / dc, £ < s,

P( OMC)
c-no

/•OO

(li+-W_)-C+/ /+(C)dC, S < £,

"(0 = <( 7? (3.15)
c- / /_(C) c?C, £ < s.

■J — oo
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Expressing the continuity of (p, u) at £ = s gives

r°° p(<)/+«) „, r „c+i, T^vTo+
/'OO /»S

c+ MO<*C + c_ / I-(t)d(; = u+-u-.
J s J — OO

The determinant A of the linear system (3.16) is

So there exists a unique solution (c+,c_) to (3.16) and the operators T and J7 are well
defined.

We now estimate (p,u) = T(P,V), defined by (3.14) and (3.15). Since our objective
in this section is to get uniform bounds that are independent of the choice of (P, V) £ Y,
we consider a generic constant Ke that may depend on ao, Aq, A, B, 5, M and £ but does
not depend on (P, V) G Y.

Considering the lower bounds for I± in Lemma 3.2, the determinant A of the linear sys-
tem (3.16) is bounded from below by a positive constant that depends on ao, Aq, A, B, 5
and M. So we get

|c+| + |c_| < Ke. (3.18)

Now we estimate p, u and their derivatives to see the regularity properties of the operator.
Since u',p' are given by (3.10) and (3.11) and I± are bounded by (3.12) and (3.13), we
have

K(£)|<^|£-s|f, |£-*|<1, (3-19)

|u'(OI |£ - s| > 1, (3-20)

1^(01= \Z~s\<l, (3-21)

1^)1= |g K(0l<*ge-g(€-')2, l€"«l > 1- (3-22)

We also have

l{p'(P)-(Z-V)2}P r/_u (£) =   1 -V c±-'±' ^ r s' (3.23)

and

|«"(0I < - (TT^h—I + (1 + b)\Z - Mc±7± < K - *1 < 1,£ v(l - a)|£ - s\ J
(3.24)

|u"(OI < - (7^—7 T + (1 + m - s\) Mc±I± < Kee-^-^\ |£ - s| > 1.£ V(1 -a)|£-s| J
(3.25)
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From these estimates we get equicontinuity of p, u and u! on any closed set that does not
contain the singular point s. (3.19) and (3.20) imply

|u'(OI < Ke, —oo < £ < oo, (3.26)

and hence u is equicontinuous. From (3.12) and (3.13), we get

i+(Od( < Ke(£-s)*+1,. J d(> < Ks^ - s)f' s < C < 5 + i;

I-(C)d( < KE(s-£)'+1, J \^-'v\ ^ < s-l<£<s;

f I+(()d<;<K£e-T(i-s)\ /* _IL_dC<Kee-^-s?, s + l<£;
Js+1 Js +1 Is - v I

J J_(C)dC<^e"f(^s)2, J' * j^-^d(<K\e-^^2, s+ 1<£.

These estimates imply the boundedness of p and u:

lu(OI < Ke, Ip(S)\<Ke, oo < ^ < oo, (3.27)

and establish estimates for p(f) and u(£) from (3.14) and (3.15);

\u(0-u(s)\<Ke\£-s\i+1, |£ - s| < 1, (3.28)

|u(£) - u(s)| < Kee~^{(~s)\ |£-s|>l, (3.29)

\p(Z) ~ P(s)\ < KM ~ s\f, IC~s|<l, (3.30)
|p(£)-/9(s)| < K£e-^-f, |£-s| > 1. (3.31)

The estimates (3.26) and (3.27) imply that the image T{Y) of Y under the mapping
T is bounded under the C° x C1 norm.

3.2. Existence. If (p, u) is a solution of (V^), then (p, u) is a fixed point under .F(/i, •).
So (p,u) is an image under the mapping J-(p, •) and the previous estimate (3.26) can be
considered as an a priori estimate of solutions of (). Now we fix K of Lemma 3.1 with
K \= Ke + 1 and consider

V = {(P,V)eY :\V'(Z)\<K}. (3.32)

Lemma 3.3. The mapping T : —> X is a compact operator.

Proof. First, we show that T(Q) is precompact in X. Let (pn,un) be a sequence in
T(Q). Since u'n is uniformly bounded by (3.26), un is equicontinuous. The equicontinuity
of pn follows from (3.21), (3.22) and (3.30) and the one of u'n from (3.19), (3.24) and
(3.25).

For example, we consider pn. Let tj > 0 be given. From (3.30) there exists 5\ > 0
such that |pn(fi) - Pri(€2)1 < V for all £1,^2 6 / = [—<5X,<5i]. From (3.21) and (3.22),
p'n is uniformly bounded on 1° = (-00, -<5i) U (<5i, 00) and there exists 52 > 0 such that
\Pn(£1) - Pn(£,2)1 < V for all £1,^2 6 Ic with |£j - £2| < S2- If we take S = min(<5i, 62), we
see that |pn(£i) — pn(£2)! < 2r? for |£j — £2| < S. So pn is equicontinuous.
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From (2.25) and (2.26), pn,un,u'n are also uniformly bounded and the Ascoli-Arzela
theorem implies the existence of a subsequence, rename it pn,un, that converges uni-
formly on every compact set. By taking a subsequence again, we can assume that the
singular points sn converge to s.

Let p,u and u\ be the limits of and u'n. We can easily verify that u' = u\ and
{p,u) € X. Since the singular points sn are bounded by M, we can choose L > 0 that
satisfies

K(0I<*7. £<l£l;
K(£)l<»?> |Pn(C)l < Vi £,<-L;

K(£) - (w+ -«-)|< v, \pn(€) - {p+- p-)\ < v, L<Z
from (3.20), (3.31) and (3.32). The limit (p,u) also satisfies these estimates. From these
estimates together with the fact that, pn,un,u'n converge uniformly on [—L,L], we can
take N such that

\\(Pn,Un) - {p,u)\\x = sup \pn-p\+ SUp \un - u\ + SUp \u'n - U \ < 6r?
— oo<£<oo — oo<£<oo — oo<£<oo

whenever n> N. So (pn,un) —» (p, u) in X, and T(fi) is precompact.
Now we show that the mapping T : Q —> X is continuous. Let (Pn,Vn) € O and

(Pn,Vn) —► (P,V) in X. Let (pn,un) = T(Pn,Vn) and (p,u) — T(P,V). The sequence
{(pn,un)} has at least one limit point (p°,u°). Let (pnk,unic) be a subsequence converging
to (p°,u°). Then,

'°°pnk( onk(o

Pnk(£) —

(P+ ~ P~) " c+k J

°-LC - Kfc(C)
« Pnk(C)In-k(0

snk < £>

dC>1 £ < Snk ,

(3.33)

C-vnk(0
' poo
{U+ - U-) - C+k J I+k(C)dC, Snk<£,

Unk(0={ I (3.34)
/ rk(c)dc,

J — oo

where c™'c and are solutions of (3.16) with I±k given by

1 ft {(C -Vn„)2 -pf(Pnk)}P,4*«) = exp \--J 7TV  ±1 S vnk

Because of the bounds in (3.12) and (3.13) we can take the limit as k —» oo inside the
integrals in (3.33) and (3.34). Since (pnk,unk) —► (p°,u°) in X, we get

(p°,u°) = T(P,V) = (p,u).

This says that (pn,un) = T{PniVn) has exactly one limit point (p,u), i.e., (pn,un) —>
(p, u) in X. □

We conclude with a theorem guaranteeing existence for solutions of (V£) under the
extra assumption (A). In Section 5 we justify (A) under additional assumptions on the
pressure function p(p) or on the Riemann data (p±,u±).
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Theorem 3.4. Suppose a pressure function p(p) satisfies (HI), (H2). If solutions (p,u)
of (P£) satisfy the a priori lower bound (A), then the boundary value problem (V£) has
a solution (p(£)> u(0) f°r any £ > 0.

Proof. We define the map T : [0,1] x il —* X by Jr{p1 P, V) = (p_, w_) + fiT(P, V). If
(p,u) is a solution of (p, u) = (p_,w._) + pT(p,u) in fl, then (p,u) is a solution of (V£)
with (p, u) G f2. We apply the Leray-Schauder degree theory (Rabinowitz [6, Ch. V]) to
solve

(p,u) - pT(p,u) = M e [0,1]. (3.35)

We have already shown that T : Q —♦ X is compact. The map pT : [0,1] x ft —> X is also
compact, and thus the Leray-Schauder degree of I — pT is well defined. For any solution
(p, u) of (3.35), -{(/9,it) — (p_,it_)} G T(yi). So u satisfies (3.26). Hence by Lemmas
2.4 and 2.5 and the definition of any solution (p, u) of (3.35) lies in the interior of
Therefore,

d(I - pT, n, (p-,u-)) = d(I, Q: (p_,u_)) = 1, p e [0,1],

and (3.35) admits at least one solution for each p 6 [0,1]. □

4. The structure of the solution of the Riemann problem. In this section we
consider a sequence (p£,u£) of solutions of (V6) obeying the estimates (2.24), (2.25) and
(2.26). Since the bound M is independent of e, TV^oa^(X)Ue < 2M and TV^^ ^pe <
2M. On account of Helly's theorem, there exists a subsequence, which we call (p£,u£)
again, such that (pe,u£) converges pointwise to a function (p, u) of bounded variation
as e —> 0. By taking further subsequences, if necessary, we assume that (p£,ue) belongs
to one of the four categories in Section 2.3. Since the singular points sE of (p£,uE) are
uniformly bounded, we may also assume that s£ —► s as e —> 0, for some s. The limits
p and u inherit the monotonicity properties of p£ and u£l but the monotonicities are no
longer strict.

4.1. Solution of the Riemann problem,. We construct solutions of (V) as limits of
solutions (p£, u£) of (P£), and study the structure of the emerging limit. First we consider
the structure under the condition of p > 0. In that case, we can assume that the lower
bound S for p£ is independent of e and the constants in (2.24)-(2.26) are all independent
of £.

Theorem 4.1. Let (p£,u£), e > 0 be the solution of (Ve). Then there exists a subse-
quence (p£rt, u£n), £n —> 0 such that the sequence of singular points s£n —> s and (p£n,u£n)
converges pointwise to a weak solution (p,u) of (V). Furthermore, if p > 0, then there
exist constants /?_ < a_ < s < a+ < (3+ such that

(/£>-, U-), £</?-,

(p(0,u(£)) = { (,p(s),u(s)), ck- < ^ < «+, (4.1)

(p+,U+), P+<£.
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Proof. We omit the sub-index of en and simply use e for the subsequence. The first
part of the theorem has been established already and we consider the other parts. Inte-
grate (2.1)2 on (se,£) to get

eu'£ = pEu2E + p{pE) - £pEuE + f pEuE dC - p(pe(s£)). (4.2)
Js£

Since p£,u£ and p(p£) are bounded by a constant M,

k(OI<f(l£l + l). -00 < £ < 00. (4.3)
If we multiply ue to (2.1)2 and integrate it on any bounded interval (ay, bo), then inte-
gration by parts gives

ef (u'E)2d( < M(\a0\ + |&o| + 1) +eM(u'e{b0)-u'E(a0)). (4.4)
J a0

From (4.3), we have e(u'E(bo) — u'E(ao)) < A/(|a.01 + |i>o| + !)• So

£ f iu'e)2 dC < M(\a0\ + |&o| + !)■ (4-5)
J a0

Let ip be a test function with supp</5 C [ao, bo}. Then,

/oo poo I rb° \ 2 ( fb° '
£u"<pd( = e I u'E(p'dC <£ / (u'e)2d(;\ / (y')2^C

-00 J— 00 \J a 0 / \J a 0 >

< £iM{\a0\ + \b0\ + l) (j (^')2rfCj •

(4.6)

Hence

and

lim £
£^0 /OO

<VdC = 0 (4.7)
-OO

/oo /»oo
pu(C(p)'dC- (pu2 + p(p))ip' d(

-00 J — OO

/OO pooPeUe{(<P)'dC - lim / {p£u2 +p(p£))<p'
-00 E^°i-oo

d(
' —00

r 007 //a '
— 00

= lime I u'gipdC, = 0,

that is, (p, u) is a weak solution of (V).
Now we consider the structure of the limit solution under the condition p > 0. In that

case there exist constants 6 > 0 and M > 0 such that

<5 < p(0 < M, £ € R (4.8)
for all small e > 0. From (HI) there exist constants ao > 0 and Aq > 0 such that

a0 < p'(p) <A0, £ € K. (4.9)

So the constants /?_ < a_ < s < a+ < (3+ and a, (3 in Lemma 2.3 are independent of e.
Taking the limit s —> 0 in Lemma 2.3, we obtain (4.1). □
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If (p,u) is a solution of (V), then it can easily be verified that (p(x,t),u(x,t)) =
(p(f)jii(f)) is a weak solution of the Riemann problem (1.1) and (1.2). So the solution
of the Riemann problem has been established through the vanishing viscosity process.
Theorem 4.1 provides information on the structure of solutions that do not have a vacuum
state. We conclude this section with establishing the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions.
Since (p, u) is of bounded variation, it has right and left limits at each (el, Let S be
the points of jump discontinuity of either p or u.

LEMMA 4.2. The solution (p,u) satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot jump at all £ e S:

£[p(£+) - p(£-)] = p(£+M£+) - p(£-M€-), (4.io)
£[p(£+)«(£+) - p(€-M£-)] = p(?+)w2(£+) + p(p(£+)) - p(£-)w2(£-) - p(p(£-))-

(4.11)

Proof. We integrate (2.5) over (£ — 5, £ + 5), along (p£,u£), and take the limit as £ —+ 0,
to get

/•«+«
(ti + S-u(Z + 5))p(S + 6)-(Z-6-u(Z-6))p(Z ~6)= p(() d(. (4.12)

The limit of (4.12) as 6 —■> 0 gives

f [p(£+) - p(f-)l = p(£+M£+) - p(£-M£-).
If we integrate (2.6) over (£ — 6, £ + S), along (p£, ue), and perform the same process, then
we get the other equality. □

4.2. Structure of the limit solutions. In this section we study the structure of the
limit (p,u) without the strict positiveness of the density limit, i.e., p > 0, but with the
convexity hypothesis

p"(p) >0 for p > 0. (H3)

Hypothesis (H3) includes both cases of genuine nonlinearity and linear degeneracy.
Lemma 4.3 takes two important properties of solutions to (Ve) under Hypothesis (H3).
From (2.11) we obtain

(p'(pe) - («e - 02)Pe = eu". (4.13)

Lemma 4.3. Let (p£,u£) be a solution of (VE) and s£ be the singular point. Then (i) if
u£ is increasing on (se,oo), then u'£ < 1 on (s£,oo). (ii) If u£ is increasing on (—oo,se),
then u'£ < 1 on (—oo,s£). (iii) If u£ is decreasing on (s£,oo), then there exists exactly
one £ e (s£, oo) such that = 0- 0V) ^ u£ 's decreasing on (—oo, s£), then there
exists exactly one £ 6 (—oo, s£) such that «"(£) = 0.

Proof. Let ue be increasing on (se,oo) and suppose there exist £ € (se,oo) such that
u'£(£) > 1. Since u'£(s£) = 0 and u£(£) —» 0 as £ —► oo, there exist £1,(2 e (se,oo) such
that Ug(£i) = u'£(&2) = 1, u"(£i) > 0, «"(£2) < 0 and u'£ > 1 on (^i,^2)- In that case,
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(£ — u£)2 is decreasing on (^1,^2) and

.<(<£ 1p'(p£(^))-(Ue(6)-6)2 = e-f^>o,
p (c 1)

p>(pe(t2))-(u^)-{2)2=e?4M< 0-
P(?2)

(4.14)

Hence

p'(at(&)) < K(&) - 6)2 < K(6) - 6)2 < p'(pe(6))- (4-15)
From (H3) p' is increasing for p > 0. So pe{&) < Pe{£,i)- which contradicts the fact that
p£ is strictly increasing on (s£, 00) when u£ is strictly increasing on (s£,oo). A similar
argument gives (ii).

Let u£ be decreasing on (s£, 00). Since ue is decreasing on (s£, 00), p£ is decreasing on
(s£,oo), too. Since u'£(£) —> 0 as £ —+ 00 and u£(se) = 0, there exists £1 € (s£,oo) such
that u"(£i) = 0. Now suppose that there is £2 > £1 such that u"(£2) = 0, too. If we put
£1 and £2 into (4.13), we get

p'(ps^i)) ~ (M£i) -£i)2 = , ,
(4-16)

V (Pe(&)) - (U£(h) -6) =0.

So we have

p'(petil)) = l) - £l)2 < M6) - 6)2 = p\pc{b)). (4.17)

Since p' is increasing, /9£(£i) < Pe{£2)- But p£ is a decreasing function. So there exists
exactly one point £ 6 (s£,oo) such that u£(£) = 0. Property (iv) is proved similarly. □

Properties (i) and (ii) in Lemma 4.3 provide the structure of rarefaction waves and
(iii) and (iv) provide the structure of shock waves. Since (2.18) implies the convergence
of the double index sequence u£l(sE2) for viscous solutions u£ that belong to the category
of Ci,C2,Cs, we have u(s) — s. For the case of C4, the convergence is from (i) and (ii)
of Lemma 4.3. So we get u(s) — s. In the following two lemmas we study the continuity
of the limit solution.

Lemma 4.4. Let a solution (p, u) of (V) be a limit of viscous solutions (p£,u£) of (V£)
and s be the limit of the singular points se. Then u(s) — s and p and u are continuous
at £ m s.

Proof. First, we suppose p(s) > 0. Then, from Theorem 4.1, p(£) and u(£) are constant
on a neighborhood of £ = s. So p and u are continuous at f = s.

Now suppose p(s) = 0. Since p± are positive, this is possible only when (p£,u£)
belongs to Category C4 in Section 2.3. So u£ are increasing on (—00,00) and |w£(£)l < 1-
We already know that {u£} is uniformly bounded. The Ascoli-Arzela theorem implies
that the limit u is continuous on (—00,00). From the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition
at £ = s we have p(/9(s+)) = p(p(s—)). Then (HI) implies p(s+) = p{s—). □

Lemma 4.4 implies that the limit of viscous solutions is continuous at a singular point
s = u(s) in both cases of shock or rarefaction waves. Now we consider the continuity of
the rarefaction waves on R.
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Lemma 4.5. Let a solution (p,u) of (V) be the limit of viscous solutions of (VE) and s
be a singular point, i.e., u(s) = s. If ue(£) are increasing on (s, oo), then the limits u and
p are continuous 011 (,s,oo). If u£(£) are increasing 011 (—00, s), then the limits u and p
are continuous on (—00,5).

Proof. From Lemma 2.4, |ue(£)| 's uniformly bounded by a constant M that is in-
dependent off. We also know from Lemma 4.3 that |i4(£)| < 1. So {ue} is uniformly
bounded and equicontinuous. So. from the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem, u is continuous. From

(2.11),

\P',\ = i^T < 1-^—7. (4-18)Iue - f | \ue - £|
Suppose p(s) > 0. Then, p is constant on an open set (s, s + (5) for some 5 that is
independent of e. The constant a in (2.26) is independent of s. So \p'£\ is bounded above
uniformly on the open interval (s + c, 00) for any c > 0. The Ascoli-Arzela theorem
implies that \p\ is continuous on (s + c, 00) for any c > 0. that is, p is continuous on
(s,oo).

Now we consider the case of p(s) = 0. This case is divided into two cases.
Case 1: Suppose p(£) > 0 on (s, 00). It is enough to prove that p is continuous on

(s + 6, 00) for any 8 > 0. Suppose u(s + 8) = s + 8. Then, since u'e(£) < 1 for all s,
M(0 = £ 011 [si s + 5]. From (2.11) 1, we have p = 0 on [s, s + <S], So u(s + 5) < s + <5.
Since |u(£) — £| is increasing, we have |t/(£) — > .s + S — u(s + S) on (s + 5,00). So,
from (4.18), p'£ is uniformly bounded on (s + 8, 00). Hence p is continuous 011 (s + 8, 00)
by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem.

Case 2: Suppose p(£) = 0 on (s, s + r] and p(£) > 0 011 (s + r, 00) for some r > 0.
The proof of the continuity on (s + r, 00) is the same as in Case 1. We just prove the
continuity at s + r. The Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition should be satisfied at s + r.
If we write the condition with p((s + r) —) = 0 we get

(s + t)p({s + T) + ) = p((s + t) + )u((s + T) + ),

(,s + t)p((s + t)+)u((s + t )+) = p((s + t)+)u((s + r)+)2 + p(p((s + r)+)).

So we get u((s + r)+) = s + r and p(p((s + t)+)) = 0. So p((s + r)+) = 0 and p is
continuous. □

The previous lemmas provide regularity properties for the limit solution (p,u). Let
S be the set of points of discontinuity of (p, u) and C be the set of points of continuity.
If u is increasing, (p, u) is continuous from Lemma 4.5. If u is decreasing, we can easily
verify that there exists at most one point of discontinuity in (—00, s) and (.s',00) from
Lemma 4.3 (iii), (iv).

Now we consider the relationship between the characteristic speeds of the problem
(V) and the weak derivative of the limit solution (p,u). Let

'" = <"<• u =(„',)• = +„(„))• <"»>
We know that the eigenvalues A± of VF are given by

2 , ,, , „ (4-19)

A±{p,u) =u± \Jp'{p). (4.21)
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We use the notation A±(£) = A±(p(£), u(£)) and A±(£) = A±(pe(£), ue(£)).
Let dp = {dpi, dp2) = ^ be the vector-valued measure that corresponds to the weak

derivative of U, i.e., corresponding to the linear functional:

J t'iOUiOdZ, cjy € C^K). (4.22)

We apply the Volpert product ([11]) of S7F(U) and dp to the equation (V) to get

(VF(tZ) - £/) dp = 0 (4.23)

in the sense of measures, where the averaged superposition VF(C7) of U by VF is given
by

VF(t/)(0 = f1 VF(U(Z-) + s(U(d+) - [/(£-))) ds.
Jo

Let £ e Cflsupp/x. Since there is at most one point of discontinuity, VF(U) = VF({7) in
a neighborhood of £. Suppose the determinant of (VF(f/) — £/) is not zero, for example,
det(VF(U) —£/) > 0. Then there exists a neighborhood N of £ such that det(VF(f/) —
(7) > S > 0 for all £ e iV. But from (4.23), the measures det(VF(f/) — £/) dpi= 0 on
N, which contradicts the fact that £ £ suppp. So £ is a.n eigenvalue of VF([/(£)). We
summarize these facts in a lemma:

Lemma 4.6. Let a solution (p,u) of (V) be a limit of viscosity solutions (p£,u£) of (V£)
with a singular point s. Let dp be the measure of (4.22). Then we have: (i) if u is
increasing, then (p, u) is continuous. If u is decreasing, then there exists at most one
point of discontinuity in (—oo,s) and (s,oo). (ii) If (p, u) is continuous at £ £ suppp,
£ = A+(£) on (s,oo) and £ = A_(£) on (—oo, s).

We conclude the section with a theorem which provides the structure of the limit
solution (p,u) of the viscosity solutions (p£,u£) that obey the a priori estimates (2.24)-

(2.26).

Theorem 4.7. Let (p, u) be a solution of the Riemann problem (V) through the method
of self-similar zero-viscosity limits and let s be the limit of singular points, (i) If u is
increasing on (s, oo), then A+(£) is continuous on (s, oo) and

A+(s), s < £ < A +(s),

A+(£)=<J £, A+(s) < £ < A+(p+, u+), (4.24)
A+(p+,M+), A + (p+,u+)<£.

(ii) If u is increasing on (—oo, s), then A_(£) is continuous on (—oo, s) and

A_(s) < £ < s,

A-(0H C, A_(p^,u_) <£< A_(s), (4.25)
£ < A_(p_,u_).
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(iii) If u is decreasing on (s, oo), then A+(£) has a unique discontinuity on (s, oo) and
p+u+

\+(0 = { A+(S)' (4.26)
S A + (*+,«+), (^fey<e

(iv) If u is decreasing on (—oo,s), then u has a unique discontinuity on (—oo,s) and

f A_(s), , p-u~ < £ < s,
M0= . , (4-2T)

Proof. We always consider the eigenvalue A_ on the interval (—oo,s) and A+ on the
other side (s, oo). If u is increasing, then u and p are continuous. So they should be
constant out of supp fi and A± are continuous and increasing, too. With these facts we
can easily check that supp/i is a connected sub-interval of (—oo,s] or [s,oo). If not, A±
is discontinuous. So the structure of A± should follow (i) and (ii).

If u is decreasing, then A± are also decreasing and there exists at most one point of
discontinuity on (—oo,s) and (s, oo). Since A± = £ on supp p and A± are decreasing,
supp p, should be the point of discontinuity and A± should be constant before and after
the discontinuity. We can find the point of the discontinuity from the Rankine-Hugoniot
jump condition, and A± should follow (iii) and (iv). □

In summary, the limit of viscosity solutions has an intermediate state which is con-
nected to the boundary states by rarefaction waves ((i) and (ii)) or shocks ((iii) and

H).
Corollary 4.8. If the system (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic, i.e., there exists c > 0 such
that

p'(p) > c2 > 0. p > 0, (4.28)

then the emerging limit does not have a vacuum state.

Proof. Theorem 4.7 implies that A+(0 is constant on the interval (s, A+(s)) ^ 0 and
(A+(/0+, u+), oo). Since \Jp'(p) is increasing on (s, oo), u(£) is also constant on those in-
tervals. From (1.6)i p is also constant. Now we consider the interval (A+(s), A+(p+, tt+)).
From (1.6)2 we get c2p' < (£ — u)p, and hence there exists a constant C such that

p' < Cp.
So we have

p(Z)<p(\+(s))ec^-x^\

Suppose the solution has a vacuum state, i.e., p(s) = 0. Then, since p is constant on
(s, A+(s)), p(A+(s)) = 0, and hence p is zero on (A+(s), A+(/9+, u+)). So p(00) = 0, which
contradicts the boundary condition p(oo) — p+ > 0. □

5. Convex pressure laws. In Lemma 2.4 the a priori estimates (2.24), (2.25) are
established except for the lower bound for p of the case C4. In this section we complete
the a priori estimates in two cases under the convex pressure laws (H3). First, we consider
the case of strictly hyperbolic systems.
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The equation (2.22)i can be written as a first-order linear equation for p:

p' + -^—-p = 0, £ / s, (5.1)u-£

where s is the singular point. Then the solution is given by

- y (5.2)
p_e J-°° »-< ^, £ < s,

where pt = p- and p+ = p_ + p(p+ — p-) are the boundary conditions of (2.23).

Lemma 5.1. Let a solution (p,u) of (V?) belong to the class C4. If the system (1.1) is
strictly hyperbolic, i.e.,

p'{p) > c2 > 0, p > 0, (5.3)

then there exists a constant 5 > 0 that satisfies (2.24) and is independent of e and p.

Proof. Since u is increasing on R, v! < 1 by Lemma 4.3 and £ — u(£) is also increasing.
So there exists £1 > s such that 0 < £ — u(£) < § on (s,fi) and | < £ — u(£) on (£1, 00).
Then

p(&) = p^e'SZ &dC > p+e~°(u+~u-\ (5.4)

Integrating (2.28) on (s,£i) we get

/•?i
e / u"(() d( — eu'(£i) < £ (5.5)

«/ S

and
/■Si q„2 /-Ji o„2

J {p'(p) - (C-u)2)p'd( > —J p'dC> —{p{Zi)~ p(s)). (5.6)

From the above estimations p is bounded below by

p{s) > p^e-o<.u+-u-) ~ ~ > min{p_,p+}e_ = (u+-u-) - (5.7)

The positive lower bound for p is obtained for small £. □
We return to general convex pressure laws (H3) and consider the function

g(p) = ^~, P> 0. (5.8)

Either the function g : K+ —* IR+ is invertible or the system is strictly hyperbolic.
Consider the case when g has an inverse g~l.

Lemma 5.2. Let a solution (p,u) of (V^) belong to the class C4. If the boundary condi-
tions (p±,u±) satisfy

u+ - u_ < max ( to In ( —f ~ ) ) + max ( m In ( —f.+ ] ) , (5.9)
m>° V m>0\ \g-\m?)))

then there exists a constant 6 > 0 that satisfies (2.24) and is independent of e and p.

s<£,
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Proof. Let s be the singular point of the solution (p, it). Since u is increasing in R, we
have U- < u(s) < u+. If (5.9) holds,

u+ — u(s) < max ( mln ( —f.+ | ) (5.10)m>o \ \9 {m )J J
or

u(s) - u- < max ( mln ( —f.~ ) ) . (5-11)m>° V \9 (m ) J J
We assume that (5.10) holds. Then there exists m > 0 such that u+ — u(s) <

P>1mln(g-!(m2))' or' equivalently,

g (p+e — m2 > 0. (5-12)

Since £ — u(£) is increasing, there exists £i > s such that 0 < £ — «(£) < m on (s, £i) and
m < £ — u(£) on (£i, oo). Then

roc u' j/- ,, (u+ —u(s))
p{€l) = €l c_u > P+e ™ • (5.13)

We can easily check that g(p) is increasing for p > 0 and g(p(£i)) — to2 > 0. Integrating
(2.28) on (s,£i) we get

rii
£ / u"(C) d.( = eu'(£i) < £ (5-14)

J S

and

f\p\p) - (C - u?)p'dt > - m2) (pfo) - p(s)). (5.15)

The convexity Hypothesis (H3) implies

?(/.«■))-pW) _ m2 > mill _ = s(„Kl)) _ > o. (5.16)
K6)-p(s) p(6)

So the density p is bounded below by

p(s) > min{p+,p_}e~-(u+_u(s)) - ——p ^ > 0 (5.17)
g(£i) - 771

for a sufficiently small £ > 0. The situation is similar if (5.11) holds. □
One can check that, if

u+ — U- < max ( mln f —{-,—777 11+ inax ( rn,\w \ —f,+ ] ) (5.18)
m>o \ \g~l(m2) J J m>o \ \g~l{m2) J J

holds and p- < p+, then (5.9) holds. If > p+ and instead of using the continuation
of the boundary data (2.23) one uses

p(±oo) = p^ := p+ + p(p± - p+), ^ ^

u(±oo) = := u+ + p(u± — it_(_),
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then again (5.9) holds. Thus (5.18) provides a sufficient condition for preventing a
vacuum from appearing. It is known that admissible solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) do not
have a vacuum state if and only if

fp~ \/p'(p) fp+ \/p'(p)
u+ ii < /  dp + /  dp. (5.20)

Jo P Jo P
While (5.18) is a sufficient condition to avoid a vacuum, simple numerical computations
show that it is not a necessary condition. In the case of 7-laws, p{p) = p7 for 7 > 1, the
condition (5.18) corresponds to

u_l_ — u_ < In
7 - 1 \P+( 7-1)

(5.21)

Now we summarize the previous lemmas and the results of Section 3 in the theorem:

Theorem 5.3. Suppose p(p) satisfies (HI), (H2) and (H3). If the system (1.1) is strictly
hyperbolic or the initial data (p±,u±) satisfy (5.18), then the boundary-value problem
('V) has a solution (p, u) which is the limit of the solutions of the problems (V£) as
s —> 0. The function (p,u) has the structure stated in Theorem 4.7 and does not contain
a vacuum. (p(x/t),u(x/t)) is a solution of the Riemann problem (1.1), (1.2).
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